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Stew Peters: So we’re now up to our fourth COVID shot here in the United
States. And Anthony Fauci is talking about possibly doing another round of
lockdowns too. Hell, I mean, that might happen because half of this country
are sheep, and will fall for anything, it seems.

Well, Dr. David Martin recently warned that the ultimate long-term purpose of
all of this will be exposing humanity to constant forcible gene editing, via
mRNA vaccines and who knows what else. Dr. Martin will be joining me I’m very
excited because he also will be speaking at the April let’s go Brandon rally,
but he joins us now. And I’m excited about that, as well. Thank you for
coming. So that’s what this is replacing God’s likeness, essentially, as we
worship the mRNA masters.

Dr. David Martin: You know, it’s fascinating. And just the last couple of
weeks, I have gone on record for quite some time now, Stew, saying that this
entire exercise was about transcribing a computer-synthesized model into the
human genome. And in the last month, we’ve seen mainstream science come back
with a giant revelation that it turns out that this shot persists in the
human body for an indeterminate period of time. The most recent data shows
that at least surviving up to eight weeks in the lymph system, where it
continually produces the spike protein. We see evidence coming from municipal
waste systems that allegedly even though we’re all allegedly getting better,
and the pandemic is starting to normalize, apparently spike protein is
showing up in our waste streams at alarmingly high rates. Stew, the reason is
because as I’ve said all along, when you inject the body with instructions to
make A chimeric model of a synthetic spike protein, where you have never done
testing on that gene therapy, it turns out that you don’t know what you might
be manufacturing, and how long each individual who gets the injection might
be manufacturing these pathogens. And not surprisingly, we were told about
this years before this injection started. This is a pandemic of the bio
weaponization of the human organism. This is not public health. And Anthony
Fauci is the architect of this genocide.

Stew Peters: You have read so many different quotes and given so many
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examples using the criminals’ own words as they have forecasted exactly what
was coming and this dates all the way back. I mean, everybody I talked to
that has relevant resources can trace this first, it was back to 2015. Then
it was 2005. And now even before that, is it possible,…

Dr. David Martin: Yeah, all the way to 1990.

Stew Peters: 1990? I mean, now. Is this, is it possible? Why? What are some
other reasons that this could be showing up in our water?

Dr. David Martin: Well, listen, the reason is really simple. We are now
obsessing about the fact that every way to Sunday, what is being done is the
human organism is now being modified, and it is being modified to perpetually
produce a toxic protein known and scheduled to harm humanity. And when I say
known and scheduled to harm humanity, why don’t we go ahead and make sure I
clarify the reference because apparently, people don’t understand what it is.
Under 7 CFR Part 331, under 9 CFR Part 121, and on 42 CFR Part 73, we have
what’s called the Federal Select Agent Toxin List. Stew, this is not my list.
This is not Dave’s allegation. This is the Code of Federal Regulations where
we put very specific toxins on a schedule and say these things are known to
harm humans. They are known to be damaging, and they are subject to the
biological and chemical weapons treaties and laws that we have enforced here
in the United States. And why don’t we read it directly from the schedule
because why would I need to make up for the criminals’ acts are even more
egregious? Any SARS CoV or SARS CoV2 chimeric virus resulting from any
deliberate manipulation of SARS CoV2 to incorporate nucleic acids coding for
SARS CoV virulence factors. Stew, they actually say that doing the thing
they’re doing is illegal.

Stew Peters: Hold on, read that again.

Dr. David Martin: Right. Sars CoV and SARS CoV2 chimeric viruses resulting
from any deliberate manipulation of SARS COv2 to incorporate nucleic acids
coding for SARS Cov2 virulence factors. That’s actually in three sections of
the Code of Federal Regulations subject to the biologic and toxin agent
program, defined under 18 US Code section 178, as a biological agent
subjected to 18 US Code section 175 prohibition of biological weapons.
Literally, the statute says what they’re doing is a felony punishable by 99
years in prison, and up to $100 million per count.

Stew Peters: If you didn’t think that that was going to happen. And if you
didn’t think that justice was going to prevail, and if you didn’t think that
we were going to win, then you wouldn’t be fighting as hard as you are,
you’re fighting because there really was a purpose and you see a way to win,
we’re going to win, aren’t we?

Dr. David Martin: That’s exactly right. And, and so it’s important when,
when, when, still, you know, I’m a broken record on stuff like this. The fact
of the matter is, the criminals’ own statements are so egregious, that we
don’t even have to make up a conspiracy because they did it and they
published it. So in violation of criminal conspiracy and racketeering laws,
they’re the ones that actually admitted to it and let’s go to the 20 F



filing. For those of you not familiar with a 20 F filing, when a foreign
company files with the United States Securities Exchange Commission, one of
their filings is called a 20 F filing, and Biotech, the mRNA injection
manufacturer for Pfizer makes the following statement in their 20 F filing.
So let’s just, let’s just set up at the gate. This is them speaking. This is
not David Martin. This is them speaking, I’m reading straight from their 20 F
filing.

To our knowledge. There is no current precedent for an mRNA-based
immunotherapy, such as the type we are developing, being approved for
sale by the FDA, the European Commission or any other regulatory agency
elsewhere in the world. Although we expect to submit BLAs (which is the
biologics license for mRNA-based product candidates in the United States
and in the European Union) mRNA therapies have been classified as Gene
Therapy Medicinal Products. Other jurisdictions may consider our mRNA-
based product candidates to be new drugs, but not biologics or gene
therapy, or medicinal products and require different marketing
applications. Securing regulatory approval requires submission of
extensive preclinical and clinical data and supporting information the
various regulatory authorities for each therapeutic indication to
establish the product’s candidate safety and efficacy.”

Listen, I read it straight out of their filing. When I say that this is not a
public health vaccine, but this is a computer generated synthetic chimeric
alternative to the virulence factor of SARS co V, which is exactly, exactly
what it is. This is actually not Dave’s theory. This is the reality that says
we are being subjected to a perpetual addiction to a known pathogen and toxic
agent. And the reason why Anthony Fauci is now advocating for the next round
of boosters to be followed by the next round of boosters, is until we
actually achieve the stated goal, which is a 15% population reduction, which
I don’t know if you do the math quick in your head, but that’s about 800
million people dead. Until we get there. We will be recommending this
injection to harm, maim, kill, murder, and sterilize humanity.

Stew Peters: To murder people. To murder people to prevent them from
procreating. To alter their image of God their God given DNA and to make them
worship a new master.

Dr. David Martin: Well, and the fact of the matter is, it’s their words, not
mine. They’re the ones that said it. And by the way, it’s important to
realize that that wonderful thing about SARS cov 2 chimeric viruses that I
read from the Code of Federal Regulations,
that little thing called the Federal select agent program, that little thing
called the Department of Health and Human Services and USDA agents and toxins
program, that thing that I read, mysteriously had SARS co2 fragments listed
as scheduled pathogens in April of 2020. Stew, do remember in February of
2020 we allegedly had a novel pathogen that we didn’t know anything about?
Remember, we just invented the thing. And we started filing patents for
injections for the thing before we actually knew anything about it. So those
wonderful days back in our prescience years where we could anticipate a
pathogens emergence before it actually happened, and then build operation
warp speed in September before the first accorded evidence of the disease in



December of that year, all of the wonderful things that we have unfolding
around us. Somehow or another in April of 2020, we had the ability to know
that there was going to be SARS Cov2 virulence factors added to a schedule of
toxins before we even had a Moderna or Pfizer shot, except we had already
transferred those things in November of 2019, under a material transfer
agreement to make sure that we had an injection for a pathogen before we had
an outbreak of said pathogen.

This is just clear evidence of the fact that this entire campaign of terror,
which is what we need to be calling it, this is domestic terrorism. And this
is international terrorism. This is bioterrorism writ large. And those acts
were willfully and Premeditatedly perpetrated on the population. And to date
the population has had not one, not Ron DeSantis, nobody in Florida, no
attorney general, no governor, not a single person who has been willing to
take on the crime. Not one.

Stew Peters: Disgraceful. It’s completely disgraceful. These are not side
effects. These are intended consequences. (Dr. Martin: That’s correct.) These
are not experimental injections, stop calling them that. This is not an
experiment. This is a well-thought-out meticulous plan to commit murder. on a
large scale. This is intentionally designed. This was chimerically engineered
by people who knew exactly what they were putting into these injections
delivered with this mRNA technology. They know exactly what they’re doing.
These are not experimental, the clinical trial data, they didn’t need that
they didn’t need it. Why? Because they knew what that was what was going to
happen. They knew what they were going to do. And the reason there’s no
threshold for death, the reason why it’s not alarming to anybody that only
one percent has reported to VARS and 25,000 people are dead, the reason why
nobody’s talking about it is because they know that and they have not
achieved their goal yet! That’s minuscule in comparison to where they want to
take us.

Dr. David Martin: That is exactly right. And what we already know is that if
we look at the pseudouridine addition to the mRNA that was put into this
injection, if we look at all of the data that we know is now part of the code
that went into the mRNA shot, we know that these things were done with the
intention of making them a permanent resident in the organic system. And by
the way, when you hear B A 2 variant, which is now the latest campaign of
terror, recognize something very clearly. This new variant is not an
alteration of a natural mutation of any viral model.

This is what’s happening. When we have human beings turning into perpetual
spike protein manufacturing facilities, we will have variant upon variant
upon variant and these are going to be coming from injected people who are
allegedly coming down with COVID. These are not diseases born of a natural
virus. These are premeditated acts of engineered pathogenicity, where we are
now allowing the human organism to become a bioweapons factory itself.

Stew Peters: Wow. Somebody is going to hear this or you wouldn’t be putting
this all together. Somebody is going to take this. A court is going to hear
this, these people will be indicted, tried, and hopefully fried.



Dr. David Martin: Well, and still, you know, we filed in Utah. We filed the
federal case in Utah on March the third. It is the first federal case where
we’re taking on the root of this definitional question around the difference
between a gene therapy and a vaccination. We filed in Utah because we wanted
to in addition to the claims that we laid out in that case, we wanted to see
the federal government trying to defend itself because it turns out in Utah,
their defense is going to be an affirmative admission of felonies in the
state of Utah.

Stew Peters: Criminal consequences.

Dr. David Martin: Criminal consequences for their response.

Stew Peters: Good. I can’t get over what you just said. I mean the reality of
that turning the human body into a bioweapons lab, a bioweapon manufacturing
facility.

Dr. David Martin: That’s correct.

Stew Peters: It’s just the most eye-popping most truthful, cutting language
that you can possibly use. If that doesn’t wake people up, Dr. Martin I don’t
know what will.

I’m looking forward to actually seeing you in person. That’s coming up on
April 1. Get your tickets by the way at let’s go Brandon rally.org Let’s go
Brandon rally.org That’s April 1 and second and third and Brandon Florida the
weather’s gonna be beautiful. All sorts of patriots out there truth-seeking.
Jesus loving God-fearing inspired people who are unafraid will be there. And
I can’t wait to put my arms around you and give you a big old hug. Dr.
Martin, thank you so much for being here.

Dr. David Martin: I’m looking forward to it. We have Anthony Fauci said we’re
never gonna shake hands anymore. I’m into hugs. Let’s make that happen.

Stew Peters: I’m in! See you then. Dr. David Martin, thank you. God bless.

Dr. David Martin: You got it, take care.


